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Abstract Furniture layout in a virtual 3D scene is an important and challenging task, as it is time-
consuming and requires experience. To address this issue, we propose automatic furniture layout
algorithms to help users to rapidly generate reasonable layout results. Specifically, our algorithms
divide a scene layout into four layout modes, namely, coupled mode, enclosed mode, matrix mode,
and circular mode. Then each model is solved independently. The coupled mode is solved using
recursive techniques and case-based reasoning. The enclosed mode is solved using floor field. The
distance and angle among the furniture are determined by ergonomics guidelines. Finally, the layout
results of the scene can be obtained by combining the solutions from these layout modes, and an
evaluation method for the layout results based on user feedback is proposed. For a room with non-
rectangular floor, our algorithms can also handle this case using shape standardization techniques.
Based on our algorithms, an online 3D furniture layout system is developed. Many experiments are
conducted on the system with the real interior design cases, and we compared our algorithms with
other popular algorithms. The experimental results show that our algorithms are efficient and can
meet the real response requirements of online furniture layout.
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1 Introduction

The scene design can be widely found in many domains such as city planning, architectural
design and 3D scene modeling [6, 18, 20, 28]. It is also an active research area in computer
graphics and optimization techniques. As an important component of scene design, furniture
layout has gained more attention in recent years, often existing in 3D interior design and game
scene modeling. Traditional manual furniture layout is an uneasy task because it is time-
consuming and tedious. Furniture layout is often performed in a virtual 3D environment and
each piece of furniture has six degrees of freedom. Thus it is inconvenient to manually
manipulate the furniture with a mouse. Moreover, for users without interior design expertise
and experience, they need many efforts to get a reasonable furniture layout result; for interior
designers, repeating the similar operation of arranging furniture is also a tedious work.

To overcome these problems, researchers have proposed several efficient algorithms for
automatic furniture layout, including algorithms based on optimization model [1, 5, 17, 19, 23,
24, 32], constraints [4, 9, 13, 26, 29] and case library [2, 7, 27, 30, 31]. However, most of existing
algorithms of furniture layout have a limitation either in the number of furniture or in the shape of
the layout room. For example, Yu et al. [32] defined a layout evaluation function, and then
searched the suitable location to arrange furniture using simulated annealing. But for the layout
problem of the large quantity of furniture and area of the room, the number of iterations increase
and the convergence speed becomes slow as the large search range, resulting in a long run time
[17, 32]. Algorithms based on case library or constraints rarely consider the impact of the doors
and windows on the layouts [2, 13, 27], requiring the floor shape of the room to be rectangular.
Meanwhile, with the rapid development of 3D technique in web environment [10, 22, 33], there
emerge some online 3D interior design systems. These systems are popular because users can
perform an online design without installing any offline software. This trendmotivates us to extend
existing offline furniture layout to online furniture layout, and online furniture layout requires that
the furniture layout algorithms have real time response and can generate reasonable layout results.

In this paper, we investigate the problem of automatic furniture layout in the Web3D-based
environment. The general framework of our algorithms is as follows. The whole room layout is
divided into four furniture layout modes, namely, coupledmode, enclosedmode, matrix mode, and
circularmode, and then thesemodes are solved separately. The furniture layoutmode represents the
layout relationship between the furniture and furniture or a room, and the four layout modes will be
described in details in Section 3. Then we combine the solutions from these modes to obtain the
final layout result of the room. Themajor contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

(1) We propose the respective shape standardization algorithms for the bedroom and living
room, which is the preprocessing for a non-rectangular room.

(2) To reduce layout complexity, we introduce the four furniture layout modes mentioned
previously and present the respective algorithms for them. All these algorithms utilize
ergonomics guidelines to determine the distance and angle among the furniture. Coupled
mode and enclosed mode are solved using recursive case-based reasoning and floor field,
respectively.

(3) Our framework is highly extensive that we have added four furniture layout algorithms
for the living room, the bedroom, the classroom, and the restaurant.

(4) AWeb3D-based interactive system for automatic furniture layout is presented based on our
algorithms. The system can yield reasonable results of furniture layout when users press the
specified button in the system. In addition, we also present an evaluation method for the
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layout results based on user feedback. Our algorithms have been implemented with real
interior design cases, and compared with other algorithms. The experimental results show
that the algorithms are effective, and canmeet the real response requirements of online layout.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. In Section 3,
we describe the four layout modes in detail and give a systematic overview. Section 4 presents
the shape standardization algorithms for the bedroom and the living room. Section 5, 6, and 7
describe respective algorithms for the four layout modes. Section 8 presents the respective
furniture algorithms for various rooms based on the general framework. Section 9 introduces a
valuation method for layout results based on user feedback. Section 10 reports the experimen-
tal results and gives a discussion, and finally, we conclude our paper in Section 11.

2 Related work

The virtual 3D scene design and synthesis have been widely used in the outdoor scene. For
example, Merrell et al. [18] proposed an approach for automatically generation of building
layouts using a Bayesian network. Esch et al. [6] presented a framework for modeling large
street networks. The user can create street network from scratch using the framework. In this
section, we focus on the related work of the furniture layout methods in the indoor scene,and
these methods can be broadly divided into three categories as follows.

2.1 Algorithms based on optimization model

Many intelligent optimization algorithms are used to solve the furniture layout problem, such as,
simulated annealing algorithm, genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm. The
general framework of these algorithms is as follows. First these algorithms define an evaluation
function by furniture layout rules which include the distance and angle among the furniture. Then,
the layout results are obtained by searching the solutions using intelligent algorithms. Yu et al. [32]
presented an algorithms based on the simulated annealing algorithm. The evaluation function of
the algorithm mainly considers accessibility, visibility, pathway constraints and so on. Merrell
et al. [19] presented an interactive furniture layout system based on interior design guidelines. The
algorithm incorporates the layout guidelines as terms in a density function, and then generates
layout suggestions. Chen et al. [5] presented a hierarchical optimization strategy, and the strategy
combined with particle swarm to solve the furniture layout problem, which improves computing
efficiency. Akase et al. [1] introduced a furniture layout cost function based on ergonomic, and
used interactive evolutionary to solve the cost function. Liu et al. [17] introduced a composite
model for home furnishing generation and used the genetic algorithm to solve the model.

Although these algorithms can generate reasonable results, the running time of themwill increase
rapidly as a scene contains a lot of furniture. To reduce layout complexity and running time, in this
paper we divide a sense layout into fours layout modes and solve the layout modes respectively.

2.2 Algorithms based on constraints

Bukowski et al. [4] presented a software framework to help designers manipulate 3D objects
with a 2D cursor. The framework used the object associations to determine the location of each
object. Smith et al. [26] also presented techniques to restrict object motion to assist users in the
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3D environment, which considered various constraints among the objects, such as dual
constraints. Although [4, 26] considered some geometric and physical constraints in designing,
their whole design process was user-driven and still time-consuming. Kjølaas [13] used a set of
default layout templates to solve the furniture layout problem. The algorithm is limited to the
rectangular room. Germer et al. [9] presented an approach to arrange furniture in large virtual
indoor scenes using the agent-based interiors, but the furniture layout case of multiple doors in
a room was not considered in this approach.

2.3 Algorithms based on case library

Fisher et al. [7] presented a method for synthesizing 3D objects arrangements from examples.
The method synthesizes a diverse set of plausible new scenes using a machine learning
method. Xu et al. [30] proposed a framework that automatically created a 3D scene from a
sketch drawing. The framework obtains the corresponding 3D model by searching the model
library. Xu et al. [31] presented a system for automatically synthesizing 3D interior scenes for a
room shape entered by users. The algorithm arranges 3D models based on the relationships
between the models and room. In the authors’ previous work [27], an algorithm for furniture
layout was proposed, but the algorithm is also limited to the rectangular shape room.

These algorithms rarely consider the layout problem of the non-rectangular room with
multiple doors. Indeed, there exist many living rooms which are non-rectangular rooms and
have multiple doors. To deal with these problems, this paper adopts shape standardization
techniques and case-based reasoning.

3 Furniture layout modes and system overview

Furniture layout is a complicated problem. On the one hand, there are many constraints among
furniture in layout scenes. On the other hand, layout scenes have different functions and floor
shapes. If the problem is solved directly, the process of solving the problem is quite complex or
takes a long time. To reduce the complexity of the problem, we first introduce four furniture
layout modes using the idea of divide and conquer in this section. Based on the four furniture
layout modes, we also give the overview of the proposed system.

3.1 Furniture layout modes

A furniture layout mode refers to the layout relationship between the furniture and furniture or
the room. We define four layout modes, namely, coupled mode, enclosed mode, matrix mode
and circular mode. (1) Coupled mode requires that a certain distance and angle among
furniture need to be maintained between the furniture, such as the bed and bedside cabinets
(see Fig. 1a). It can be divided into two categories: furniture and furniture coupled mode,
furniture and room coupled mode. (2) Enclosed mode requires that the furniture first is
arranged at the corner, followed by along the wall, such as a writing table in the room (see
Fig. 1b). (3) Matrix mode requires the furniture to be arranged in a rectangular region, such as
the desks in the classroom (see Fig. 1c). (4) Circular mode requires the furniture to be arranged
around circular furniture, such as the circular dining table and chairs (see Fig. 1d). The distance
and angle between furniture in these layout models need to meet the ergonomic [16]. Common
furniture layout modes presented in indoor scenes are show in Table 1.
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3.2 System overview

The main function of the system is to automatically generate a furniture layout result to help
user complete the work of interior design. The system is developed using the WebGL and C#
language in Visual Studio 2015. As shown in Fig. 2, the system consists of three modules: user
input module, automatic furniture layout module and results output module.

The functions of the three modules are listed below. (1) The function of user input module
is as follows. A user can input a 2D floor plan, and then the system generates a 3D room and
interactive environment. Next, the user can add, move, delete, and rotate the 3D furniture in the
room. (2) Automatic furniture layout module is the core module of the system, which
implements the respective furniture layout algorithms for living room, bedroom, classroom,
and restaurant. (3) In the results output module, the user can adjust the camera position and
angle, obtaining a 2D picture of layout results from the current 3D environment.

We have given a simplified description for the general framework of our algorithms in
Section 1, and here we give a detailed description of the framework. The framework is a
general process of furniture layout. Thus we need to adjust these phases according to the
function of the scene. The framework is composed of 4 steps as follows.

Step 1: If the floor shape of the room is non-rectangular, then we extract the rectangular layout
region from the floor shape to reduce the complexity of the whole room layout.

Step 2: According to the type of the room inputted by the user, the room layout is split into
four furniture layout modes, namely, coupled mode, enclosed mode, matrix mode,
and circular mode.

Step 3: Solve these selected modes respectively. The coupled mode is solved using recursive
techniques and case-based reasoning. The enclosed mode is solved using floor field.
The distance and angle among furniture can be set according to ergonomics.

Fig. 1 a An example of the coupled mode b An example of the enclosed mode c An example of the matrix
mode d An example of the circular mode

Table 1 Common layout modes presented in indoor scenes

Scene Layout modes

Living room Coupled mode and enclosed mode
Bedroom Coupled mode and enclosed mode
Classroom Coupled mode and matrix mode
Restaurant Matrix mode, circular mode and coupled mode
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Step 4: Merge the solutions from these layout modes into a solution, namely, the layout
result of the room.

4 Room shape standardization

In the process of furniture layout, it is common that the floor shape of the bedroom and the
living room are non-rectangular. These rooms contain aisles, windows regions, and the regions
for arranging furniture. Indeed, furniture isn’t arranged in the regions of aisles and windows
generally. To reduce the search regions and computation time of the layout algorithms, we
extract a rectangular region from the layout room that does not contain aisles and windows
regions, and this process is called room shape standardization.

4.1 Region split points

The function of region split points is to construct rectangular regions. To illustrate how to
generate a region split point, first we give the following notions. Let the polygon P = p1p2…pn
denote the floor shape of the bedroom or living room (see Fig. 3a). The polygon P contains
two sets: a set of points {p1, p2…pn} and a set of edges {p1p2, p2p3…pn − 1pn, pnp1}. The edges
denote the walls in the room. The point pdoor and the point pwindow denote the position of the
door and the window, respectively. The approach to generate a region split point is as follows.

Step 1: Add the X coordinate and the Z coordinate of each point of the set {p1, p2…pn} to an
array A and an array B, respectively.

Step 2: Remove the same elements in A and B, respectively. Sort A and sort B in increasing
order.

Step 3: Randomly Pick an index i and an index j from A and B, respectively. Generate a point
(A[i],B[j]) and return it.

We define the point (A[i],B[j]) as a region split point. The region split points can be divided
into two groups: internal region split points and external region split points. The former group
requires that the split points are on the edges of P or inside the polygon P, and the latter group

Fig. 2 The overview of our proposed system
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requires that the split points are outside the polygon P. For example, the polygon P shown in
Fig. 3a can generate nine split points shown in Fig. 3b using the above approach. The point p1,
p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7 and p8 belong to the internal region split points, and the point p9 belongs to
the external region split points.

4.2 Bedroom shape standardization

Let the polygon P = p1p2…pn denote the floor shape of the bedroom. We convert the problem
of bedroom shape standardization into the following problem: use the internal region split
points of P to construct the rectangles whose area are greater than zero, and find the rectangle
whose area is the largest in these rectangles. It can be expressed as follows:

Max Area rect v1; v2; v3; v4ð Þ½ �f g ð1Þ
where v1, v2, v3 and v4 denote the four vertices of the rectangle rect(v1, v, v3, v4) that are
required within the polygon P, and Area[ rect(v1, v, v3, v4)] denotes the area of rectangle
rect(v1, v, v3, v4). The approach to solve the formula (1), namely bedroom shape standardiza-
tion algorithm, is given as follows.

In this algorithm, the rectangles are constructed according to the two points in A. Step 3.3
and 3.5 ensure that the four vertices of the rectangle are within A and the area of the rectangle
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is greater than zero. To verify the correctness of this algorithm, we perform the algorithm on
four bedroom floor shapes that are shown in Fig. 4. The shaded rectangular regions in Fig. 4a,
b, c, d are extracted by the algorithm, which demonstrates that this algorithm is effective.

4.3 Living room shape standardization

Let the polygon P = p1p2…pn denote the floor shape of the living room. We assume that the
two walls that the television and the sofa lean against are papb and pcpd (see Fig. 5). The
problem of living room shape standardization can be converted into the following problem:
use internal region split points of the polygon Q = papbpcpd to construct the rectangles whose
area are greater than zero, and find the rectangle whose area is the largest in these rectangles. It
can be expressed as follows:

Max Area rect v1; v2; v3; v4ð Þ½ �f g ð2Þ

Fig. 3 a An example of the floor shape of the bedroom b The region split points of the floor shape of the
bedroom

Fig. 4 Four examples of bedroom shape standardization
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where v1, v2, v3 and v4 denote the four vertices of the rectangle rect(v1, v, v3, v4) that are
required within the polygon Q, and Area[ rect(v1, v, v3, v4)] denotes the area of rectangle
rect(v1, v, v3, v4). The approach to solve the formula (2), namely living room shape standard-
ization algorithm, is given as follows.

In this algorithm, Step 2.1 and 2.7 ensure that the two walls, papb and pcpd, are longer
than d. We set d =200, that is, the two walls are longer than 2 m. To verify the
correctness of this algorithm, the algorithm performs on the three living room floor
shapes shown in Fig. 5. The shaded rectangular regions in Fig. 5a and b are extracted by
the algorithm, which demonstrates that this algorithm is effective. If the length of the
rectangular region is smaller than the length of the sofa, then the region cannot be
arranged the sofa. We could expand the region by increasing the length of the region. For
example, in Fig. 5c, the length of the rectangular region is smaller than the length of the
sofa. We can expand the region to the left, and the shaded rectangular region in Fig. 5d is
an expanded region that can be arranged the sofa.

5 Solution for coupled mode

The coupled mode represents the layout relationship between the two types of furniture.
The idea of solving the coupled mode is that solving new problems is according to the
solutions of similar past problems. We use case-based reasoning to realize this idea. We
first set up a mathematical model to represent the layout relationship, and use the
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parameters of the mathematical model to describe the problem and solution. Then the
nearest neighbor algorithm is used to retrieve cases. In addition, to solve the multilevel
coupled relationship among the furniture, we construct the case tree and propose the
algorithm of recursive case-based reasoning.

5.1 Mathematical model

We use a mathematical model to denote the layout relationship among the furniture in the
coupled mode. A coupled mode consists of one piece of parent furniture and n pieces of
identical child furniture. As shown in Fig. 6, the parent furniture is the desk, and the child
furniture is the stool. The parent furniture contains n layout points, and each piece of child
furniture has one layout point. We use the axis-aligned bounding box to represent a piece of
furniture, and use k to denote the child furniture number, 1≤ k≤ n. Let l, w and h denote the
length, width and height of the furniture, respectively. Let S = (l/2, h/2,w/2)T be the size
matrix, S0 be the size matrix of the parent furniture, and Sk be the size matrix of the child
furniture k. WLet P = (x, y, z)Tdenote the furniture position, P0 denote the parent furniture
position, and Pk denote the position of the child furniture k. Let a be the furniture rotation angle
around its Y axis with a = {0,90,180,270}, a0 be the child furniture rotation angle, and ak be
the rotation angle of the child furniture k. The main idea of the coupled mode algorithm is this:
we find the layout points of the parent furniture and that of the child furniture and then obtain
the layout results through these layout points and matrix transformation. The position rela-
tionship between the child furniture k and the parent furniture can be modeled as follows:

Fig. 5 a and b give two examples of living room shape standardization c and d illustrate the case of expanded
the rectangular region
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Pk ¼ Gk þ Tk þ Dk
Gk ¼ MkSk
Tk ¼ P0þ RkS0

ð3Þ

where G = (gij)3 × 1,and Gk denotes the layout point of the child furniturek;T = (tij)3 × 1, and Tk
denotes the parent furniture layout point relative to the child furniture k; D = (dij)3 × 1,and
Dkdenotes the child furniture k distance matrix;M = (mij)3 × 1,andMkdenotes the child furniture
k transformation matrix; R = (rij)3 × 1,and Rk denotes the parent furniture transformation matrix
relative to the child furniture k; P0,S0and Skare known. ak,Mk, Rk and Dkare set according to
ergonomics and the real layout case. To obtain Dk, we can consult the data of ergonomics or
measure the distance among furniture in the real layout case. For two different name cases, we
use the different distance matrix Dk, such as the case of the sofa and the tea table and the case
of the table and the chair. For two same name cases, the distance matrix Dk of the two cases
may be the same or different, and it depends on the size of the furniture in the case. For
example, the distance matrix Dk of the case of the college student’s desk and stool is different
from that of the case of the children’s desk and stool.

The parameters of the mathematical model of the desk and stool in Fig. 6 are as follows.

a0 ¼ 0; a1 ¼ 0

M01 ¼
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

2
4

3
5;M1 ¼

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

2
4

3
5;D1 ¼

0
0
20

2
4

3
5

5.2 Furniture-furniture coupled mode algorithm

Case-based reasoning has been widely used to solve various problems [3, 12, 14], and we use
it to solve the coupled mode. The layout case consists of two parts: the layout problem
description and the layout solution description. The layout problem is described by the
vector q = (l0,w0, h0, l1,w1, h1)

T, where l0, w0, h0, l1, w1, and h1 denote the length, width,
and height of the parent and the child furniture, respectively. The layout solution is the
parameters of mathematical model. The layout case name is composed of the parent furniture
name, the child furniture name and the total amount of the child furniture. Case similarity is

Fig. 6 a The information of the parent furniture desk b The information of the child furniture stool c The
information of the coupled mode
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defined as the Euclidean distance between the two layout cases. We use the nearest neighbor
algorithm (K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, K = 1) to retrieve cases.

Min
i

Dis case0; caseið Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
6

j¼1
q0; j−qi; j

� �2
s( )

ð4Þ

where case0 denotes a await layout case and casei denotes a layout case identical to the name
of case0 with 1 ≤ i ≤m. The problem description of case0 and the problem description of
casei are denoted by q0andqi, respectively. The minimization returns the best case casebest
which is the most similar to case0 in the case library. Substituting the solution of casebest and
known parameters P0, S0and Sk of the case0 into the mathematical model, we can obtain a
layout result. The algorithm for one coupled mode is given below.

5.3 Furniture-room coupled mode algorithm

When there is a coupled layout mode between furniture and a room, the room can be treated as
furniture. Thus furniture-room coupled mode is converted into the furniture - furniture coupled
mode. If the room shape is non-rectangular, then the rectangular region of the room should be
extracted with room shape standardization algorithm in Section 4. The common furniture-
room coupled modes are summarized as follows. (1) The tables are arranged in the middle of
the conference room (see Fig. 7a). (2)The sofas are arranged along the windows of the living
room (see Fig. 7b). (3) The bed is arranged along the windows of the bedroom (see Fig. 7c),
and the distance Dbed is determined by the room size.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 a Meeting room b Non-rectangular living room c Non-rectangular bedroom
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5.4 Recursive case-based reasoning

Note that one coupled mode can be solved using Algorithm 3. However, there may be more
than one coupled mode among the furniture in a room. As shown in Fig. 8, there exist four
coupled modes, namely, the table and chair, the table and computers, the table and book, and
the computer and mouse. For this case, we use both recursive techniques and case-based
reasoning to solve. The algorithm is given below.

In Step 7 of this procedure, we use the AABB bounding box of the furniture to perform
collision detection. In Step 12, the support surface refers to the floor of the room or the surface
of parent furniture. In Step 6, if we calculate the Y axis coordinate position of the child
furniture that equal to zero, then the support surface of the child furniture is floor; otherwise,
the support surface of the child furniture is the surface of parent furniture. For example, the
layout tree is shown in Fig.8 and the layout result is shown in Fig. 9b. The arranging furniture
process using recursive case-based reasoning is as follows.

Step 1: Arrange the table, and find the child nodes of the table; Sort these children by size,
and then obtain the following sequence: chairs, computers and books. Put the table
into the array A.

Step 2: Arrange the chair and put it into A.
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Step 3: Arrange the computer. The computer has a child of the mouse, and thus we should
arrange the mouse. Similarly, put both the computer and the mouse into A.

Step 4: Arrange the book on the table. The book should be arranged in the same position of
the computer according to the case library, which leads to the collision between the
book and the computer (see Fig. 9a). Therefore we should find a position on the
support surface of the table again to arrange the book, and finally the book is
arranged in the upper left corner of the table (see Fig. 9b).

6 Solution for enclosed mode

The enclosed mode requires the furniture to be arranged along the wall. The key problem of
enclosed mode is to determine the position of the furniture along the wall.

To ensure that the furniture is arranged along the wall, we first construct the attractive
energy field for each wall. On the other hand, the layout of furniture along the wall cannot
affect the walking. We construct the repulsive energy field for frequent paths in the room. Thus
the furniture is arranged in a position where the furniture energy value is the largest, which
ensure that the furniture is along the wall and normal walking.

6.1 Floor field

Many scholars used various floor fields to solve the problem of pedestrian evacuation [8,
11, 21]. This paper presents a floor field suitable for furniture layout to solve the

Fig. 8 Process of constructing a case tree

a (b)

Fig. 9 a A collision between the book and the computer (b) The finally layout results
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enclosed mode. The floor field guides furniture layout according to the energy distribu-
tion. Before constructing the floor field, the room’s floor should be discretized. We use 1
unit to represent 1 cm in the real world. For example, the length and width of the room
are 4 m and 3 m, respectively, and then the size of the room’s floor is expressed as
400*300. The room floor field consists of two parts: walls energy field and paths energy
field. For example, a bedroom floor field is shown in Fig. 10a.

A wall energy field is an attractive energy for the furniture. Let t denote the maximum
energy intensity of the wall, t > 0. Assume that the shortest distance from the point P(x,
z)to the wall pipj is d1, and w1 denotes the width of the wall energy field (see Fig. 10b).
The energy value of the point P(x, z) inside the room generated by the wall pipjis
calculated as follows.

V P x; zð Þ;wall pip j

� �� �
¼

d1
w1

� t; d1≤w1

0; d1 > w1

(
ð5Þ

A path energy field is a repulsive energy for the furniture. Let s denote the maximum
energy intensity of the path, s < 0. Assume that the shortest distance from the point P(x,
z) to the path pdoorpwindow is d2, and w2 denotes the width of the path energy field (see
Fig. 10c). The energy value of the point P(x, z) inside the room and on the path
pdoorpwindow is calculated as follows:

V P x; zð Þ;Path ið Þð Þ ¼
d2
w2

� s; d2≤w2

0; d2 > w2

(
ð6Þ

Given the positions of doors and that of the window, any point’s energy value in the room
can be calculated as follows:

V P x; zð Þð Þ ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
V P x; zð Þ;wallið Þ þ ∑

m

j¼1
V P x; zð Þ; pathj

� �
ð7Þ

where n and m denote the number of walls and the number of paths, respectively.
According to ergonomics guidelines, our parameter settings are as follows: t = 50, s =
−50 and w1 = w2 = 50.

Fig. 10 a The floor field of the room (b) The energy field of the wall (c) The energy field of the path
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6.2 Furniture energy and furniture energy maximization

The furniture energy denotes the sum of the energy values of the points occupied by the
furniture. As shown in Fig. 11, the rectangle is the bottom of the furniture bounding box, and
the furniture energy is calculated as follows:

E P x; zð Þ; S l;wð Þð Þ ¼ ∑xþl=2
i¼x−l=2∑

zþw=2
j¼z−w=2V P i; jð Þð Þ ð8Þ

where point P(x, z) denotes the furniture position, and l and w denote the length and width of
the furniture, respectively.

Furniture energy maximization refers to searching the position in the room where the
furniture energy value is the largest, which is represented as follows:

Max
x;z

E P x; zð Þ; S l;wð Þð Þ ð9Þ

where E(P(x, z), S(l,w)) denotes the energy value of furniture in positionP(x, z). The furniture
can be rotated with 0, 90,180 or 270 degrees in the search process of energy maximization. To
improve the computational efficiency, the energy value of the furniture in current position can
be calculated according to the energy value of the furniture in the previous position. Note that
if the furniture collides with other furniture or the door’s region (see Fig. 11), and then the
furniture cannot be arranged. In addition, in a bedroom, if the furniture collides with the
window’s region (see Fig. 11) and the furniture’s height is higher than the specified height, and
then the furniture will not be arranged. A comparison is made between the distance field in
[27] and the floor field. Figure 12a shows the energy distribution using the distance field in
[27], and Fig. 12b shows the energy distribution using our floor field. Figure 12c and d show
the layout results generated using distance field in [27] and our floor field. The results show
that our floor field is more suitable for furniture layout in a non- rectangular room.

Fig. 11 Furniture energy

Fig.12 a The energy distribution using the distance field in [27] (b) The energy distribution using our floor field
(c) The layout result using the distance field in [27] (d) The layout result using our floor field
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7 Solution for matrix mode and circular mode

The layout of the matrix mode and that of the circular mode are relatively simple. When the
distance between the furniture is determined, the layout result can be obtained according to
geometric calculation. In this section, we use the way of retrieving case to obtain the distance
between the furniture.

7.1 Solution for matrix mode

The matrix mode is similar to the regular interval placement proposed in [2]. Furniture
grouping is the emphasis in [2]. Here we focus on how to obtain the distance relationship
among the furniture through the case library. Note that all the furniture is identical in the matrix
mode. As shown in Fig. 13, let l, w and h denote the length, width and height of the furniture,
respectively. Let dv and dh denote the vertical distance and horizontal distance among
furniture, respectively. We store the parameters, namely, the real case, the scene type, the
furniture name, l, w, h, dv and dh, into the case library. The case name consists of the scene type
and furniture name. The parameters l, w, h, dv and dh are used to describe the case.

Consider that there exists furniture of matrix mode to be arranged, and find the furniture
layout results. Assume that the furniture should be arranged in a rectangular region, and the
location and size of the rectangular region have been determined. The layout process of the
matrix mode is as follows.

Sept 1: Find the cases with identical name in the case library.
Sept 2: Similar to algorithm 3, retrieve the best case from these identical name cases using
the nearest neighbor algorithm.
Sept 3: Find the parameters dv and dh from the best case.
Sept 4: According to the parameters dv and dh and the rectangular region, we can obtain
the layout results using geometry calculation. Here we omit the process of the geometry
calculation since they are simple.

7.2 Solution for circular mode

Here we use an example to illustrate the circularmode algorithm. Given a round table and n chairs
shown in Fig. 14, find the layout results among the furniture. Let r denote the radius of the round

Fig. 13 Distance parameters of
the matrix mode
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table. The length and width of the chair are equal, denoted by l. Let P0(x, y, z) denote the position
of the round table and Pi(x, y, z) denote the position of the kth chair, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Assume that the n
chairs can be arranged next to the table, and these chairs have no collision with each other.

The position of the kth chair can be obtained using the following formula.

Pk xð Þ ¼ P0 xð Þ þ r þ l=2þ dð Þ � cos Qkð Þ
Pk zð Þ ¼ P0 zð Þ− r þ l=2þ dð Þ � sin Qkð Þ
Pk yð Þ ¼ P0 yð Þ

ð10Þ

where Qk denotes the angle of the kth chair rotating around Yaxis of the round table, Qk = (k −
1) × 360/n (see Fig. 14a), d denotes the distance between the round table and the chair, and
here d equals to zero. The distance d is required to meet the needs of ergonomics, and it also
can be stored in the case library. The angle of the kth chair rotating around its Y axis equal
to Anglek =Qk − 90. Similarly, we also can obtain the layout result between the round table and
the bowls (see Fig. 14b).

8 Furniture layout algorithms for four scenes

In the previous sections, we proposed the general framework of furniture layout algorithms,
and the solutions for the four layout modes. Based on the framework and these solutions, in

(a) (b)

Fig. 14 An example of the circular mode

Fig. 15 a Energy distribution of finding layout region for the sofa (b) Energy distribution of finding the position
of the dining table
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this section we give the respective furniture layout algorithms for a living room, a bedroom, a
classroom and a restaurant.

8.1 Living room furniture layout algorithm

We consider the following problem. Given a living room which contains furniture such
as sofas, televisions, dining chairs, dining tables and so on, generate a reasonable layout
for the living room. Figure 15a shows the energy distribution of finding the layout
region for the sofa, and Fig. 15b shows the energy distribution of finding the position of
the dining table. The furniture layout algorithm for the living room is given as follows.

In the Step 2 of this algorithm, if the length of the region S1S2S6S5 is smaller than the length
of the sofa, then the position of the sofa should be adjusted. In Step 5, as the position of the
sofa has been found, we change the current end point of paths, point Pwindow, to the point S5.
Thus, the floor field needs to be regenerated.

(a)     (b)

Fig. 16 a Energy distribution of the bedroom (b) Finding the position of the bed
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8.2 Bedroom furniture layout algorithm

We consider the following problem. Given a bedroom which contains furniture such as beds,
televisions, cabinets and so on, generate a reasonable layout for the bedroom. Figure 16a shows the
energy distribution of the bedroom, and Fig. 16b shows the position of the bed.The furniture layout
algorithm for the bedroom is given as follows.

8.3 Classroom furniture layout algorithm

We consider the following problem. Given a classroomwhich contains furniture such as a teacher’s
desk, students’ desks, and students’ chairs and so on, generate a reasonable layout for the classroom.
Assume that the floor shape of the classroom is rectangular. The furniture layout algorithm for the
bedroom is given as follows.

8.4 Restaurant furniture layout algorithm

We consider the following problem. Given a restaurant which contains furniture such as a
round table, chairs and so on, generate a reasonable layout for the restaurant. Assume that the
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floor shape of the restaurant is rectangular. The furniture layout algorithm for the restaurant is
given as follows.

9 Evaluation method for layout results

An objective and convenient layout evaluation method for layout results is an important part of
the furniture layout algorithm. The evaluation methods are used to evaluate the effect of the
layout algorithms and compare performance among these furniture layout algorithms. It is not
easy to evaluate the layout results, especially for the different requirements of many users and
layout scenes. Many layout evaluation methods are based on layout rules [1, 5, 17, 24, 32].
These methods define an evaluation function by quantifying layout rules, obtaining the values
of the function corresponding to the layout results, and then evaluate the layout results
according to the values of the function. However, evaluation methods based on layout rules
can hardly reflect users’ evaluation for layout results. Since the layout results are eventually
used by the users, it is appropriate for the users to evaluate the results. Hence, we propose a
valuation method for layout results that is based on user feedback.

Assume that A pieces of furniture need to be arranged in a room. A furniture layout result of
the room is generated using a furniture layout algorithm, and then a user’s feedback informa-
tion indicates that the positions of B pieces of furniture are wrong in the layout result, with 0 ≤
B≤A.We use layout accuracy rate ( LA ) to represent the user’s evaluation for the layout result,
and layout accuracy rate is defined as follows:

LA ¼ 1‐
B
A

ð11Þ

where 0 ≤ LA ≤ 1, and the greater the value of LA, the better the effect of the layout result. The
two ways to obtain a user’s feedback for a layout result are given below.

(1) The user’s feedback information is obtained by online method. Assume that a user uses a
2D or 3D furniture design platform to arrange furniture. After a layout result has been
generated using a furniture layout algorithm on the platform, the user moves the positions
of B pieces of furniture in the layout result. We believe that the user is not satisfied with
the layout result of the B pieces of furniture, namely, the user’s feedback information
indicates that the layout result of the B pieces of furniture is wrong. Determining whether
the user has moved a piece of furniture can be achieved by detecting whether the position
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of the piece of furniture has changed. The method of obtaining the user feedback online
can be embedded in the 2D or 3D furniture layout platforms.

(2) The user’s feedback information is obtained by off-line method. Assume that a user
obtains the 2D rendering image of the layout result. We conduct a questionnaire on the
user, and we ask the user which pieces of furniture should be rearranged again. If the user
points out that the B pieces of furniture in the image need to be arranged again, then we
believe that the user is not satisfied with the layout result of the B pieces of furniture,
namely, the user’s feedback information indicates that the layout result of the B pieces of
furniture is wrong.

In addition, we also define average layout accuracy rate ( ALA ). Assume that a layout result
is evaluated by N users, namely, there are N layout accuracy rates {LA1, LA2, LA3,…LAN} for
the layout result. The average layout accuracy of the layout result is defined as follows:

ALA ¼
∑
N

i¼1
LAi

N
ð12Þ

where 0 ≤ LA ≤ 1, and the greater the value of ALA, the better the effect of the layout result.

10 Experimental results and discussion

To validate efficiency of our algorithms, we conduct various experiments in our furniture
layout system with the real interior design cases. We designed 16 common cases of the
furniture layout to store in database of SQL Server 2012. The computation was performed
on a computer with a processor of Dual-core 2.6GHz, main memory 4G, operation system
Microsoft Windows 8 64bit and Chrome browser.

10.1 Comparisons with prior art

To evaluate our algorithms, we compared our algorithms with Liu’s algorithms [17]. Since
there is no size information for the two living rooms in literature [17], we manually
extracted furniture and scene information from literature [17]. Then we conducted the
two living room layouts using our algorithms with the extracted furniture and scene
information. Figure 17 and Table 2 show the layout results and the detailed running time.
The running time of our algorithms includes loading times of model files. As can be seen
from Table 2, the computation efficiency of our algorithms is significantly higher than that
of Liu’s algorithms [17]. At the same time, we invited 10 volunteers to evaluate the four
layout results. We obtained these volunteers’ feedback information using the off-line
method proposed in Section 9. For Fig. 17c, some of these volunteers deemed that the
television cabinet was more suitable in the middle of the TV wall, and that the short sofa
should be arranged by the window. For Fig. 17b and d, some of these volunteers deemed
that it was better to leave a little space between the dining table and the wall. The four layout
results’ average layout accuracy rate ( ALA ) was computed according to formula 12. The
average value of Fig. 17a’s ALA and Fig. 17c’s ALA is 0.90, and the average value of
Fig. 17b’s ALA and Fig. 17d’s ALA is 0.92. The results show that the layouts of the two
living rooms using our algorithms are reasonable and efficient.
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10.2 Comparison with real designs

Given two real design cases shown in Fig. 18a and c, we also manually extracted furniture and
scene information from the two cases. We invited an interior designer to manually design two
layout results according to the extracted information on our system. The designer was allowed
to manually drag an object and move it along the floor plane, but the designer was not allowed
to use any algorithmic inference. It took him almost an hour to finish the classroom and the
bedroom design. We conducted the bedroom and the classroom layout using our layout
algorithms on the system. The running time of the bedroom furniture layout is 1.7 s, and the
running time of the classroom furniture layout is 0.6 s. The layout results of the bedroom and
the classroom using our algorithms are shown in Fig. 18b and d, respectively. The layout
results of our algorithms are consistent with that of the two real design cases.

In addition, we conducted a restaurant layout experiment on our system. The restaurant
contains 153 objects. The running time of the restaurant layout is 3.1 s. The running time also
includes loading times of model files. The layout results of the restaurant using our algorithms
are shown in Fig.19. Table 3 lists the layout modes that these experiment scenes contain.

Similarly, we also invited 10 volunteers to evaluate the three layout results using the off-line
method proposed in Section 9. Some of these volunteers deemed that the two books in the

( ) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 17 a The layout result of living room 1 using Liu’s algorithms [17] (b) The layout result of living room 1
using our algorithms (c) The layout result of living room 2 using Liu’s algorithms [17] (d) The layout result of
living room 2 using our algorithms
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bedroom were more suitable on the dresser, and the classroom platform should be not in the
middle as it may block the sight of some students. By formula 12, the average layout accuracy
rate of the bedroom, the classroom, and the restaurant are 0.87, 0.98, and 0.97, respectively.

10.3 Discussion

In Section 10.1 and 10.2, our algorithms are performed in the living rooms, the bedroom, the
classroom and the restaurant. The experimental results are analyzed as follows.

(1) Results show that our algorithms can meet the functional requirement of these scenes. On
the one hand, the techniques of case-based reasoning make layout results learn from the
real cases, thus the results are reasonable. On the other hand, the layout rule generated by
the floor field agrees with the real design rules. For non-rectangular living rooms and
bedrooms, the paths in these rooms are found. The paths and walls in the room are given
negative and positive energy, establishing a floor field, and then the furniture is arranged
on the location with the largest energy value.

(2) The running time of our algorithms is suitable for real-time application. We divide the
whole room layout into four furniture layout modes using the idea of divide and conquer,

Table 2 Statistics of the layout results of the two living rooms

Algorithms Computer configuration Programming
tools

Average
running
time (s)

Average value
of two layout
results’ ALA

Our algorithms RAM 4GB, and 2.6GHz
CPU Intel Core i5-3230

WebGL and VS2015 1.5 0.92

Liu’s algorithms [17] RAM 4GB, and 3.4GHz
CPU Intel Core i7-2600

Matlab and VS2008 50.3 0.90

(a)                               (b)

(c)                               (d)

Fig. 18 a A real design case of the bedroom (b) The bedroom layout results using our algorithms (c) A real
design case of the classroom (d) The classroom layouts result using our algorithms
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reducing complexity of the room layout, and thus our algorithms are fast. At the same
time, we can see that the running time of Liu’s algorithms [17] is 50.3 s, which is difficult
to meet real-time requirements of the online layout. Liu et al. [17] use the genetic
algorithm to solve the furniture layout problem. The advantage of genetic algorithm is
to be able to jump out from the local optimal. However, for a layout problem containing a
lot of furniture, the layout relationships among the furniture are complicated, and the
running time of the algorithm becomes longer. A similar problem is also found in [32].
Yu et al. [32] spend 219 s to deal with a restaurant layout problem using simulated
annealing, and the restaurant contains 54 objects.

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that our algorithms are effective, and canmeet the
needs of online real-time response. Our algorithms can be used in the online or off-line interior
design platform to help users quickly create design drawing. In addition, another important
application of our algorithms is modeling of 3D game scenes. In this scenario, our algorithms
can be a function of the tool for automatically arranging 3D objects, which reduces users’workload.

The limitations of this work should be acknowledged. For one thing, our algorithms are not
suitable for the indoor scenes with multiple functions. For example, assume that a room is used
as both the living room and the bedroom, and the room contains furniture such as beds,
televisions, cabinets, sofas, dining tables and so on. For this kind of rooms, our algorithms
cannot obtain reasonable layout results. In practice, we found that this issue has little impact as

Fig. 19 The layout results of the restaurant using our algorithms

Table 3 The layout modes included in experiment scenes

Scene Layout modes

Living room Coupled mode: the sofas & the coffee table, the dining table & chairs, the living room
& sofas, the sofas & the television cabinet, the television cabinet & the television

Enclosed mode: the sofas, the dining table
Bedroom Coupled mode: the bed & bedside cabinets, the bedside cabinets & books, the bedroom

& the bed
Enclosed mode: the bed, the cabinet, the dressing table

Classroom Coupled mode: the students’ desk & students’ chair, the classroom & the teacher’s desk,
the teacher’s desk & the students’ desk

Matrix mode: the students’ desks
Restaurant Matrix mode: the round table

Circular mode: the round table & chairs, the round table & bowls
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most indoor room functions are independent for each other. For another, our algorithms require
that the walls of the room are parallel or vertical to each other. Except for in circular mode, our
algorithms require that the furniture can only be rotated with 0, 90,180 or 270 degrees.

The future work can focus on the overall layout of the roomwhich contains the light layout [25],
color matching, and style matching [15]. Our work does not consider the two cases that the room is
round or pentagonal and the room has curved walls or pillars. It would be significant to design
algorithms to deal with the two cases in the future. At the same time, this paper only considers a
room furniture layout, and this work can be extended to a larger scene, such as the shopping malls,
the whole floor, or even the whole building.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed online automatic furniture layout algorithms and developed a
Web3D-based System based on these algorithms. A key component of our algorithms is that
we solve the problem by dividing the whole scene layout into four layout modes, which reduce
the layout complexity. To solve these layout modes and make the layout results reasonable, we
utilize ergonomics guidelines, recursive techniques, case-based reasoning and floor field. We
also present the room shape standardization techniques to handle the layout problem of the
non-rectangular room and the evaluation method for layout results based on user feedback.
Many experiments have been conducted in our layout system. The experimental results show
that our algorithms are fast and effective, and the layout result of our algorithms can meet the
functional requirement of the indoor scenes layout.
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